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This is an update on research projects that have been conducted at the Knowledge in 
Development Lab over the past year. 

Faculty, graduate, and undergraduate students conduct research studies in order to gain a 
better understanding of how children process information, how they seek out and evaluate 
knowledge throughout their development, and how their thought processes develop. The 
lab works with children between the ages of 3 and 10. A visit to our lab involves one session, 
scheduled by the parent, where children complete a game or activity with our friendly 
researchers. 

At the end of each session, children receive prizes, 
including books, a t-shirt, and passes for the Rauch 
Planetarium on the UofL campus. When a study is 
complete, we analyze the differences in thinking 
between children of different ages and we publish 
the results so that they are available to other 
scientists, parents, and educators.
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You can contact us by calling 502-852-0718, sending an email 
to louisvillekidlab@gmail.com, or signing up at 
http://louisvillekidstudies.org. 

“Like” our Facebook page (Louisville KID Lab) or follow us on 
Instagram (@louisvillekidlab) to view updates about child 
development research and our lab. 

Finally, if you have moved, changed your phone number or 
contact information, or simply have questions or concerns, 
please let us know!

http://louisville.edu/planetarium
http://louisville.edu/planetarium
mailto:louisvillekidlab@gmail.com
http://louisvillekidstudies.org/
http://facebook.com/louisvillekidlab


Data collection has recently been completed on a study 
investigating how children connect different social roles 
to social power. Who do children think has social power? 
In other words, who’s the boss? Our research suggests 
that 4-, 5-, and 6-year old children see parents and 
teachers as more powerful than students or children, 
even when all these individuals are adults. However, only 
children ages 5 and 6 preferentially follow the directions 
of these powerful people. Four-year-olds do not show 
this preference. These results suggest that children know 
that parents and teachers have the power to tell people 
what to do, but younger children do not always believe 
that their instructions should be followed.
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Dr. Judith Danovitch and 
Dr. Nicholaus Noles are 

professors in the Dept. of 
Psychological and Brain 

Sciences. They met while 
earning their PhDs in 
Psychology from Yale 

University. In addition to 
directing the KID lab 

together, both Dr. Danovitch 
and Dr. Noles have been 

honored as Faculty Favorites 
by their students at UofL.  

When they are not 
conducting research or 

teaching, they enjoy 
reading, traveling all over 
the world, and spending 

time with their son.

Meet the lab directors!

Sometimes even nice people misbehave. But how much 
misbehavior does it take for a “nice” person to be 
transformed into a “mean” person? In this study, we 
explored how children link behaviors to reputations. We 
presented 5- and 6-year-olds with a “nice” person who 
misbehaved in order to study if and when they became 
“mean.” We found that about half of the children 
immediately concluded that the person was mean, while 
the rest of the children were unsure or maintained that 
the person was still nice, even after performing several 
bad behaviors. Future studies will explore why children 
interpreted these behaviors in different ways.
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Meet the grad students!

Allison Williams graduated 
from Rider University. She 

currently studies how the media 
influences children’s trust and 

decision making. In her free 
time, Allison loves to hang out 
with her dog and walk around 

the city!

Megan Norris graduated from 
Appalachian State with her M.A. 

in Psychology. Her research 
interests include preschoolers’ 
categorization abilities. In her 

free time, Megan enjoys 
reading and watching sports!

Hello, my name is Laura Gregg and I have been a Research
Assistant in the KID Lab since January 2019. I will be graduating
in May 2020 with a major in Psychology
and a special focus in social sciences.

I have always known I wanted to work
with children because I am fascinated
with how they gather information and
form their own perceptions. I wanted to
work in the KID Lab so I could learn more
about the research process. I really
enjoy entering data for different studies
and have also learned to run a few studies
in the lab myself. I am currently in the process of applying to the
Masters of Social Work program at UofL.

Check out our recent publications in scientific journal and the
popular press. If you would like a copy of an article, please check
our website or email us at Louisvillekidlab@gmail.com

What Does Mickey Mouse Know about Food? Children’s trust in
favorite characters versus experts. Journal of Experimental Child
Psychology.

Growing up with Google: How Children’s Understanding and Use
of Internet-based Devices Relates to Cognitive Development.
Human Behavior and Emerging Technologies

Intelligence and Neurophysiological Markers of Error Monitoring
Relate to Children’s Intellectual Humility. Child Development.

Who do I Believe? Children’s Selective Trust in Internet, Teacher,
and Peer Informants. Cognitive Development.

Your Kid Trusts Humans More Than the Internet. New York Times:
Parenting.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hbe2.142
https://parenting.nytimes.com/culture/children-smartphone-screen-time
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Lauren Girouard graduated 
from New York University 
with her M.A. Her current 
research interests include 

how children use 
technology. In her free 

time, Lauren enjoys reading 
and doing escape rooms.

<<< President 
Bendapudi 
stopped by our 
table at Maker 
Faire this year! 
We loved 
meeting so many 
young scientists!

We were so excited to 
share our games with 
kids at Douglass Loop 
Farmer’s Market and 
Flea Off Market this 
summer! >>>

<<< RA Hailey Streble
showing off a neat 
illusion at the Louisville 
Public Library’s STEAM 
Day.

Be sure to check 
out our Instagram 

page, 
@LouisvilleKidLab
to see what else 
our lab is up to!!

Congratulations to former KID Lab 
RA, Tanya Nagpal, on her 

acceptance to Medical School! 
She says her time spent in the lab 

helped her get a head start in 
working with others in a 

professional setting and learning 
about the scientific process. 

Welcome new graduate 
student. Lauren!
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We thank the following schools and organizations for allowing us to visit and conduct our research this 
year:

St. Gabriel Preschool Temple Trager ECEC Early Learning Campus

We also extend a big thank you to the parents and children who visited our lab on the UofL campus. Our 
research would not be possible without your support!

Graduate student Allison Williams (pictured to 
the right) and KID Lab director Judith 
Danovitch presented research on the influence 
of familiar characters on children’s judgments 
of what is possible. 

The Cognitive Development Society held their 
annual meeting in Louisville this year and the KID 
lab had 6 presentations! Graduate student Megan 
Norris, recent PhD graduate Catherine 
McDermott, and KID Lab director Nick Noles 
(pictured to the left), presented research on how 
children attribute social power to people who 
hold dominant social roles.

Catherine McDermott (pictured to the left) and 
KID Lab director Nick Noles presented research 
about children’s trust in testimony from and 
attributions of cross-classified individuals (e.g. 
someone who is both a mother and a daughter). 


